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NOTICE

Supply of coal on change of mode to Buyers of Special Forward E-Auction for power, z1Ll-tg,
conducted on 24.04.20L1 , for notified rakes booked in Bundle Offer lD-C Ex Chargaon Siding.

Applications are invited from the successful bidders who have booked notified rakes
Ex.Chargaon Siding in bundle lD-C in Special Forward E-Auction for power ZOLT-tg conducteci on
24,04.2017 whose rakes could not be moved due to non-production of coal from feeding mine
(Force majeure conditions) and now desirous to lift coal by Road Mode as an alternative option
from the following collieries:

1. Gokul OC 2. Gondegaon OC 3. Bhanegaon OC 4. tnder OC 5. New Sethia OC.

The willing consumers having unmoved notified rakes in Bundle lD-C at Chargaon siding are
requested to submit their request application for delivery of coal quantity by Road Mode for their
equivalent quantity against the pending rakes in G-12 grade, giving preferences of collieries for
allocation by Road Mode.

Delivery of coal by Road Mode shall be subjected to the following conditions:

1,. Period of Special Forward E-Auction for 2OI7-L8 shall be from Apr,1.7 to Nov,1g (20
nronths) instead of Apr'1-7 to Mar'17 (12 months)

2. ThepriceapplicablefordeliverybyRoadtVlodewill benotified on1.7.A9.201_g.

3. The delivery of coal from Gokul OC or Gondegaon OC or Bhanegaon OC or lnder OC or New
Sethia OC or in combination thereof, subject to the availability of coal on allocation from
WCL.

This being the last and final option given for lifting of coal due to Force majeure conditions
of the feeding colliery of Chargaon siding (in G-12 grade). tn the eventuality of consumers
not applying or willing to lift the coal, the coal value shall be refunded without forfeiture of
EMD.
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Copy for kind information to:
Director( P)/lc-lV &S Dept.
Copy to:
All Sectional Heads

Allocation Committee:To deliberate & recommend allocations Oy Z|.OS.ZOfa
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4. The applications are required to be submitted by Z4,Og.2O1,g.


